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Over the past few years the technology activities of the European fusion programme have principally been devoted to:

a) the completion of design and R&D studies in preparation for the procurement of ITER systems and components in close

collaboration with the ITER team and according to the ITER design and schedule;

b) provision of support to European industry and associations in key areas of fusion R&D to ensure a competitive and timely approach

to the planned procurement.

The EU contribution to ITER design and R&D activities has been maintained at a significant level with the objectives of:

• continuing, and in some areas expanding, the effort in areas where design and R&D are still required: in particular in Machine

Assembly, Remote Handling, ITER Test Blanket Modules, Diagnostics, Heating and Current Drive Systems.

• continuing and completing manufacturing R&D to determine the most technically and cost affective manufacturing methods for ITER

components to be built in Europe.

• preparing new test facilities needed during ITER construction (DIPOLE, HELOKA, DTP-2, ECRH Test Facility, Fatigue Testing

Facility).

• supporting the European site preparation process and the preparation of safety and licensing documentation for ITER in Cadarache.

• maintaining support to EU industries in R&D activities of relevance to fusion.

To support the ITER Design activities and to prepare for the provision of timely answers to key issues, which may be raised during the

ITER design review, support from specialized companies has been set-up in the fields of Civil and General Plant Engineering,

Mechanical Engineering / Components, Mechanical Engineering / Systems & Plants, Remote Handling & Assembly, Electrical

Engineering, Nuclear Safety Engineering.

In recent years major efforts have been directed towards the technology development of the ITER components for which procurement

can be launched during the first years of the construction phase. In particular the manufacturing feasibility of the superconducting

strand for the toroidal and poloidal field coils and of the toroidal field coils has been demonstrated, Studies of manufacturing techniques

for the vacuum vessel, blanket modules and divertor are also in progress, and a number of EU industries have been prepared to

successfully participate to the ITER construction.

The paper will report on the main R&D activities performed in the EU and the major achievements in preparation for ITER component

procurement.
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